3D cerebral cortical morphometry in autism: increased folding in children and adolescents in frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes.
This paper presents a systematic evaluation of cortical folding, or complexity, in autism. It introduces two novel measures to analyze folding in a specific region of interest, which, unlike traditional measures, produce an intuitive easily-interpretable description of folding and inform the nature of folding change by incorporating local surface-patch orientation. This study reports new findings of increased cortical folding in autistics in the frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes, as compared to controls. These differences are stronger in children than adolescents. The paper validates part of the findings using the new measures based on comparisons with traditional measures. Unlike studies in the literature, this paper reports new findings, via a fully 3D folding analysis on all brain lobes, based on the consensus of virtually all 6 folding measures used (2 new, 4 traditional) via rigorous statistical permutation testing. In these ways, this paper not only strengthens some previous clinical findings, but also extends the state of the art in autism research.